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Abstract Ice in the ablation zone of the Greenland ice sheet is known to contain vertical temperature
gradients that arise from conduction at the boundaries, the addition of strain and latent heat, and
advective heat transport. A three-dimensional array of temperature measurements in a grid of boreholes
reveals horizontal ice temperature gradients that challenge the present conceptualization of heat
transfer. We measure two distinct types of temperature variability in the horizontal direction, one
impacting a confined region where ice temperatures span a range of 5°C, and another with
temperatures consistently varying by approximately 2°C across the entire 3-D block. We suggest the
first demonstrates the localized and limited nature of latent heat input, and the second demonstrates
that vertical heat advection outpaces diffusion. These findings imply that ice flow is highly variable over
sub-ice-thickness length scales, which in turn generates contrasts in ice temperature that may impact ice
deformation and fracturing.

1. Introduction

The temperature of ice has a first-order control on its viscosity (Hooke, 1981). Ice sheet temperature is thus
fundamental to all aspects of flow dynamics including longitudinal stress transfer (e.g., Ryser et al., 2014),
the onset of basal sliding (e.g., Brinkerhoff et al., 2011; MacGregor et al., 2016), and brittle failure (Schulson
& Duval, 2009). At any given location in a moving ice sheet, the thermal structure reflects historical climate
conditions and the integration of all upstream thermomechanical processes. Ice temperature is therefore a
state variable that provides a robust modeling target (e.g., Lüthi et al., 2015; Meierbachtol et al., 2015;
Poinar et al., 2016) and is one of the few measureable properties that give insight to the physical processes
which control ice flow.

In the Greenland ice sheet (GrIS), various heat transfer processes warm ice as it moves hundreds of kilometers
from the central accumulation zone to the low-elevation ablation zone. Heat is conducted into the ice from
the upper and lower boundaries: the upper because of the relatively warm atmosphere and the lower due to
a flux of geothermal heat (Petrunin et al., 2013; Shapiro & Ritzwoller, 2004) and sliding friction at the bed
(Weertman, 1957). Internally, gravitational potential energy is transferred to heat as ice moves by deforma-
tion (van der Veen, 2013), and latent heat is added in discrete locations where water enters openings such
as crevasses or moulins (e.g. Jarvis & Clarke, 1974; Phillips et al., 2010).

Measurements of ice temperature needed to confirm and constrain heat transfer processes in the GrIS abla-
tion zone are rare. Nevertheless, a consistent vertical temperature structure has emerged from observations
that consists of the coldest temperature located midway through the ice, and ice warming away from the
cold core toward the surface and the bed (Harrington et al., 2015; Iken et al., 1993; Lüthi et al., 2015;
Thomsen et al., 1991). Observations have thus far been insufficient to adequately constrain how this structure
might change over the spatial scale of hundreds of meters to kilometers.

Here we reveal ice temperature gradients that also develop in the horizontal dimensions within the GrIS abla-
tion zone; their presence providing insights into heat transfer processes. Our observational data set is based
on temperature sensors installed in nine boreholes forming an instrumented block with sides equal to
approximately one ice thickness. Within the block, we measure temperature gradients in all directions and
the change in temperature over time. We use our observations to constrain advection-diffusion processes
leading to advances in understanding of heat transfer in the ablation zone of the GrIS.
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2. Methods

In 2014 and 2015 we drilled and instrumented nine boreholes to the bed of the GrIS at a site located
33 km from the terminus of Isunnguata Sermia in western Greenland (Figure 1 inset). The surface elevation
of the site is 980 m, and the ice is 640–670 m deep. The nine boreholes are laid out in a double diamond
grid (Figure 1) approximately 500 m E-W by 250 m N-S, all together forming an ~8 × 107 m3 block of
instrumented ice. Two boreholes were drilled within approximately 10 m of one another at the southwest
and center locations.

Ice at this site moves up a slight reverse bed slope, and ice deformation measurements using tilt sensors indi-
cate that motion is strongly dominated by basal sliding (Maier et al., 2016). High ablation rates (2–3 m/yr)
result in small surface streams during summer, and the nearest moulin is 0.5 km south of the block.
Foliated bands of dark, dust-filled ice (Wientjes & Oerlemans, 2010) emerge at the surface (Figure 1). These
foliations have wavelengths from 0.5 to 2 km and horizontal amplitudes from hundreds of meters
to kilometers.

The instrumented block of ice is equipped with a total of 313 temperature sensors distributed in the nine pro-
files. Sensors are spaced at 10 m in the ~150 m of ice closest to the bed and 20 m above. We use TMP102
temperature sensors that have 12 bit analog-to-digital converters with resolution 0.0625°C. Immediately after
drilling, liquid water temperatures were measured within the borehole. Those initial measurements are used
as a melting point calibration to increase accuracy; hence, we are confident in the temperature measure-
ments to within ±0.1°C. Measurements are made with custom built data loggers installed at the ice surface,
typically at a 4 h time interval.

Hot water drilling creates a thermal disturbance in the ice. Over the 2 to 3 months following drilling, the mea-
sured ice temperatures throughout each profile show asymptotic cooling to a stable temperature following
the expected time scale based on theory (Humphrey & Echelmeyer, 1990, equation (24)). Therefore, the tem-
peratures presented here, measured either 1 or 2 years after the drilling date (many months after cooling
ceases), are representative of the actual ice temperature within less than one step in the sensor resolution.

Temperature profiles through the ice can be plotted in various ways, such as referenced to the ice surface, the
bed surface, or relative to elevation above sea level. Our block has irregular bed topography and a sloping ice
surface that does not mimic the bed. We therefore represent the temperature field and its gradients with

Figure 1. Map of the “block” field site showing five GPS stations (black) and nine boreholes (blue). Boreholes are named
based on the year they were drilled and their cardinal direction from the center of the field site. The red dashed lines
indicate foliations in the emerging dark ice layers seen in the WorldView-2 image. Inset: Location of the block site with
respect to other drilling sites (Harrington et al., 2015) and the ice sheet margin, overlain on a Landsat image.
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respect to elevation. The surface elevation is determined from high-
resolution GPS measurements, the total ice depth is known to within
<1.5% from borehole drilling (Wright et al., 2016), and the installa-
tion location of each sensor within the ice column is constrained to
about 0.25 m.

3. Results

The vertical temperature structure of our instrumented block follows
the expected pattern of coldest temperature approximately midway
through the ice depth (Figure 2a). The ice at the bed is at the melting
point, with a thin layer of temperate basal ice up to ~5 m thick. Some
of the temperature profiles have no temperate measurement because
there is no sensor close enough to the bed to measure temperate ice.
In those cases, we are confident that the bed is in fact temperate
based on measured pressure variations in a layer of liquid water
(Wright et al., 2016). Above the warm basal layer, ice becomes colder
following a roughly linear temperature gradient of about �0.04°C/m
until the coldest temperatures of about �10 to �12°C, between 200
and 300 m below the ice surface. Above the cold core, ice becomes
warmer toward the surface following a gradient of about +0.01°C/m.

Despite their proximity, no two temperature profiles in the 3-D block
match one another. In many cases, the disparities between profiles
reveal temperature gradients in the horizontal direction that are clearly
distinguishable frommeasurement error. Other temperature profiles we
have measured in closely spaced boreholes at sites located 6 km down
glacier and 13 km up glacier also demonstrate similar variability
(Harrington et al., 2015). In this study, the horizontal temperature gradi-
ents can be classified into two distinct types.

The first type is a highly confined but very large-amplitude thermal
anomaly impacting a select package of ice surrounding just one bore-
hole (Figure 2a, hole 14-N). Near the surface, the temperature profile
of 14-N is more than 5°C warmer than other profiles in the block. No dis-
tinguishable manifestation of the thermal anomaly is present in other
profiles, including the closest one located only 150m away. The horizon-
tal temperature gradient between this profile and its neighbors is up to
~0.033°C/m, close to the magnitude of the steepest vertical gradients
we observe, 0.04°C/m. Yet the warm anomaly attenuates with depth,
and the profile of 14-N begins to resemble the mean temperature of
other profiles about 350 m below the surface.

Time series data show a slow loss of heat from the anomalously warm
region of 14-N from 2015 to 2016 (Figure 2b). Themaximum cooling rate

was ~0.2°C/yr, observed near the surface. During this same time interval, other boreholes in the block demon-
strate no change in temperature above the resolution of the measurements.

The second type of horizontal temperature gradient extends among all boreholes of the block. Disregarding
the warm anomaly confined to the top half of 14-N, all eight remaining profiles demonstrate temperatures
that vary at any given elevation by up to ±1°C about the mean (Figure 2c). These horizontal temperature gra-
dients are on the order of ~0.01°C/m, which results in heat flux of up to 0.021 W/m2. These horizontal fluxes
are about two thirds of the estimated geothermal heat flux at the bed in this region (Meierbachtol
et al., 2015).

Overall, the horizontal temperature field has no discernible spatial pattern (Figure 3). This second type of hor-
izontal temperature gradient extends through the full thickness of the ice, unlike the confined type described

Figure 2. (a) Temperature profiles from the instrumented block (colored)
and the pressure-dependent melting point (gray). (b) Temperature change
over 1 year for profiles with measurements in the summers of both 2015 and
2016. One step in the sensor resolution is 0.0625°C. (c) Spatial variability of ice
temperature plotted as the anomaly from a mean profile. Variations are
measured across equal elevation bands; all ice at the bed is temperate, but
variations exist near 300 m elevation due to unequal bed elevations. The
shaded region is the range in sensor accuracy, ±0.1°C.
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above. In some cases, the gradients between two individual profiles reverse at depth with heat flowing
laterally one direction near the surface and the opposite direction closer to the bed. Nevertheless, the 2°C
range between different temperature profiles is relatively consistent with depth. We know that the
horizontal gradients are not simply a plotting artifact, as they exist similarly in every coordinate reference
frame (i.e., bed referenced, surface referenced, geoid referenced, and relative depth referenced, see Figure
S1 in the supporting information).

4. Discussion
4.1. Confined Warming

Our data identify a region of confined and anomalous warming, with one profile that is highly altered from
the eight others in the block and from all others measured in the region (Harrington et al., 2015). Despite
the sparsity of temperature profiles previously collected in the GrIS ablation zone, a very similar warm
anomaly has been documented elsewhere. Two profiles from one field site in the Pakitsoq region located
100 m apart demonstrated temperature profiles that differ in the upper 300 m by up to 5°C (Lüthi et al.,
2015), nearly identical circumstances to ours. This suggests that anonymously warm packages in the top half
of the ice sheet may not be uncommon. Their potential causes and impacts on bulk ice temperature thus
warrant consideration.

As with Lüthi et al. (2015), we hypothesize that latent heat is the only viable source for this warm anomaly.
In fact, close to the borehole, we observed an exposed feature that appears to be a refrozen crevasse
(Figure S2). Furthermore, a simple calculation shows that only ~3% refrozen water by volume could produce
the measured anomaly (supporting information section S2). A remaining source of puzzlement, however, is
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Figure 3. Three-dimensional visualizations of the two types of observed horizontal temperature gradients within the instrumented ice block. Temperatures are inter-
polated between the measured values using a radial basis function, and values are plotted as the anomaly from the mean temperature profile (as in Figure 2c).
Vertical lines show borehole locations. (a) Visualization of the confined warming near borehole 14-N. (b–d) Visualizations of the unstructured nature of horizontal
temperature gradients at various depths. Each of these blocks represents the same temperature field with the top portion removed by a slice at 900 m (Figure 3b),
650 m (Figure 3c), and 350 m (Figure 3d). The confined anomaly is excluded from Figures 3b–3d to highlight gradients unrelated to that feature. Note that the
scale bar for Figures 3b–3d is different from that for Figure 3a.
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the means by which water can penetrate halfway through the ice sheet, but no farther. Lüthi et al. (2015) sug-
gest that hydrofracturing injected water to depth, but penetration was limited to the upper few hundred
meters because the fracture could not propagate into warmer ice below the cold central core. An alternative
explanation is that the warm anomaly is associated with an old moulin and the old crevasse we see at the
surface is unrelated. A moulin could divert away from the measured temperature profile at depth, since mou-
lins sometimes undergo horizontal jogs (Holmlund, 1988; Vatne, 2001). Regardless, a discrete package of
latent heat seems the most likely source for such a local and high-magnitude temperature offset and is con-
sistent with previous observations.

While locally important, the overall impact of such features on bulk ice temperature appears quite limited.
Despite the large contrast with surrounding ice temperature, our data show that the warm anomaly has a
relatively slow rate of heat transfer to surrounding ice. We can verify the persistent nature of the thermal

anomaly with a characteristic diffusion length scale, r ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffi
κt

p
, where κ is the thermal diffusivity of ice and

t is time (Carslaw & Jaeger, 1959). Based on this length scale, warm ice remains confined to within hundreds
of meters from the source (Figure S3), even after one thousand years have elapsed. Since the mean density of
moulins in this region of the ice sheet is on the order of 0.1 moulin/km2 (Smith et al., 2015), more than
60,000 years are required to achieve thermal overlap between evenly spaced moulins—much longer than
the residence time of ice in this area. Such latent heating events thus create strong localized and persistent
horizontal temperature gradients but do little for bulk warming of the ice.

4.2. Full-Depth Horizontal Gradients

Two key constraints from observations make it unlikely that the horizontal gradients across our three-
dimensional data set (aside from the confined warming above) can be attributed to latent heating. First is
that these gradients are nearly uniform across the full thickness of the ice. Hence, latent heat would somehow
need to be injected all the way through the ice to induce the full-depth temperature variability. Studies have
shown that full-depth fracturing occurs only in rare circumstances where surface lake draining promotes
hydrofracturing, and the fracture opening quickly becomes a moulin (Das et al., 2008; Doyle et al., 2013). If
surface and basal fractures were to penetrate only partway, the diffusion time scale for ice is far too long
to conduct heat to the central cold core (supporting information section S4). Furthermore, surface ablation
at meters per year will quickly remove any warm ice packages that result from latent heating at the surface.

A second and important constraint stems from the horizontal pattern of the observed temperature gradients,
namely, the lack of any consistent direction to these gradients and their tendency to sometimes change
direction with depth. To create the gradients with latent heat sources, a highly complex arrangement of
numerous water sources would be required. Those water sources would need to vary in both horizontal
and vertical space. Such an arrangement seems unlikely. Furthermore, similar horizontal temperature varia-
bility was observed between two or three boreholes at three other sites we have drilled many kilometers
away, both up glacier and down glacier (Harrington et al., 2015). While the spread of those profiles is smaller
and somewhat different to what we observe within the block, the horizontal spacing between them is also
much smaller. These measurements therefore suggest that this type of gradient is widespread across the
ablation zone.
4.2.1. Variable Vertical Advection
We postulate an alternative explanation for sub-ice-thickness scale temperature variability stemming from
the flow history of ice, rather than variability of heat sources. Ice in the ablation zone flows over a rough
bed with topographic relief that, in places, includes ridges and troughs with amplitudes of hundreds of
meters (Lindbäck & Pettersson, 2015), a significant fraction of the ice depth. Additionally, the surface of the
ice is removed by ablation at tens of meters per decade, or, equivalently, tens of meters per kilometer of
marginward displacement. Foliations visible on the ice surface are created by the irregular emergence of
distorted internal layers (Figures 1 and S6). The complex flow history likely moves energy in a spatially
variable way, which could potentially generate the horizontal temperature gradients that we observe.
Horizontal temperature gradients will only develop, however, if the rate of vertical offset outpaces the ten-
dency of heat diffusion to equilibrate the gradients.

To explore this conceptualization, we employ an advection-diffusion model simulating vertical offset of initial
temperature profiles from ice flow with simultaneous heat diffusion. Importantly, our objective here is to test
the characteristic impacts of vertical advection and diffusion processes, rather than simulate our block or
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replicate our measured temperature profiles. Our five GPS stations sur-
rounding the 3-D block demonstrate that the surface displacement
can vary by about 1 m/yr across the block (Figure 4c and supporting
information section S5). We create an artificial field of vertical velocity
variations that is sinusoidal in nature with amplitude 0.5 m/yr, based
on GPS observations, and wavelength 700 m, based on both foliations
and GPS observations. Vertical surface motion results from bed-parallel
flow and vertical strain. We consider the effects of each of these indivi-
dually over a 50-year time frame, such that (a) all vertical motion
observed at the surface results from bed-parallel flow so that vertical
velocities are constant through the ice column, and (b) vertical strain
rates are uniform so that the vertical velocity is linear through the col-
umn and zero at the bed. A horizontal component of flow is included
to conserve mass in the constant-strain scenario (see supporting infor-
mation section S6 for model details).

The simulations demonstrate that differential vertical flow can produce
and preserve temperature offsets between nearby vertical profiles with
a magnitude and pattern similar to what we observe (Figure 4). Both
cases cause offsetting, but only the bed-parallel flow case yields offset
temperature profiles across the full ice depth including the bottom half
of the ice column as observed. A reversal of the offset direction at depth
occurs in this scenario too, as some of our profiles also demonstrate.
Observations of ice deformation within the ablation zone support that
the majority of ice flow is sliding (Maier et al., 2016; Ryser et al., 2014),
so it is likely that vertical motion is dominated by bed-parallel flow.

Our simplified simulations isolate the competition between advective
and diffusive heat transfer in two end-member scenarios. In a more
realistic scenario, the vertical flow is time-space variable, and ablation

continuously removes ice at the surface, resetting the location of the surface boundary. The cumulative
history of vertical flow and ablation within our study block is unknowable and cannot be reconstructed in
a model simulation. Nevertheless, our results do demonstrate that this mechanism can produce local hori-
zontal temperature variability of the magnitude and pattern we observe. With no alternative explanation
available, we find this to be the most plausible process generating the horizontal gradients.

A scaling argument can be used to constrain the possible effectiveness of this mechanism within the GrIS
ablation zone. The rate of advective heat transfer promoting the growth of horizontal temperature gradi-

ents is Δw ∂T
∂z (where Δw is the change in vertical velocity between two nearby columns of ice). However,

horizontal diffusion acts to remove temperature variations. Consider temperatures that vary periodically in

the horizontal direction, T ¼ Aei
2π
λ x, where T is the temperature variation from the mean, A is the amplitude,

and λ is the wavelength of periodic variations. In this case, diffusion removes gradients at a rate equal to

the diffusivity of ice times the second derivative in the horizontal direction, which is �κA 2π
λ

� �2
. Even small

wavelengths of less than one ice thickness are capable of muting the effects of horizontal diffusion.
Therefore, in cases with some amount of vertical velocity variation, heat transport by diffusion is likely
slower than that by advection, allowing horizontal temperature gradients to develop. However, because
the vertical velocity variations are unsteady, sub-ice-thickness scale temperature variability is likely limited
to a few degrees at most (supporting information section S7).

4.3. Implications

The complex thermal structure we observe likely plays a key role in ice flow dynamics of the ablation zone.
The rate factor, A(T), in Glen’s law is exponentially dependent on temperature (Hooke, 1981). Assuming an
activation energy of 78.8 kJ/mol K (van der Veen, 2013), the 2°C horizontal temperature variability we observe
corresponds to changes in the rate factor by about 30% at these temperatures. Likewise, the confined ther-
mal anomaly, which is up to 5°C warmer than surrounding ice, represents roughly a doubling of the rate

Figure 4. Temperature profiles from two advection-diffusion simulations: (a)
bed-parallel flow and (b) vertical strain. The results are shown after 50 years
of advection-diffusion at two locations separated by 350 m horizontal dis-
tance, one with upward velocity and the other downward. (c) Cumulative
vertical displacement measured over 3 years at five GPS stations on the
ice surface.
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factor. Small changes in viscosity are expected to have a large influence on longitudinal coupling due to high
flow rates in the ablation zone (Ryser et al., 2014). Additionally, prior measurements have shown that the
internal deformation field in Greenland ice can be highly variable in time and space (Ryser et al., 2014), which
may in part be related to local ice temperature variability.

Temperature also controls the propensity for fracture propagation. The critical crack tip loading rate is
exponentially dependent on temperature (Schulson & Duval, 2009, Table 9.1). This means that variability in
ice temperature alters the mechanics of fracture in ice and temperature gradients could divert or arrest
the propagation of a fracture. Consideration of horizontal temperature variability may thus be important to
modeling the details of lake drainage events or calving dynamics.

5. Conclusions

Our three-dimensional measurements in nine full-depth boreholes show vertical and horizontal temperature
gradients in the GrIS ablation zone. The horizontal gradients are unexpected and can be categorized into two
types: a +5°C anomaly confined to the upper 300 m of ice depth in a limited area of the study block and tem-
perature variability over a 2°C range extending through the full ice thickness. The confined warming likely
owes its origins to a discrete latent heating event that is slow to diffuse away. The full-depth temperature
variability may be the result of locally variable rates of vertical heat advection related to ice flow over large
bedrock bumps.

Our observational data demonstrate that the slow rate of diffusion in ice leads to a largely variable thermal
structure in the horizontal as well as vertical directions, even at the sub-ice-thickness scale. Heat transfer pro-
cesses of latent heating and advection act over short length scales and shorter time scales than diffusion,
enabling the establishment of these gradients. The complex thermal structure has implications for flow
dynamics, as well as the interpretation of other temperature observations with regard to our understanding
of physical processes in the ice sheet.
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